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Design and technology 
travel together 
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The design of Orona 3G cars 
is inspired by the values of 
simplicity, luminosity, and 
straight lines.

It is a modern and attractive 
aesthetic that reflects the values 
of innovation and sustainability 
inherent to Orona.

We will help you 
create a unique space

GOING UP?



Our range of car layouts 
places them firmly in the 
higher segment of the 
market thanks to the use 
of high quality materials 
that comply to maximum 
guarantees

OUR 
COMMITMENT:  
EXCELLENCE
We comply to the 
highest standards of 
quality.
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Accessibility 
EN 81-70.
. Compliance with the most demanding 
accessibility regulations. Through 
car and door dimensions combined 
with other advanced safety and 
communication elements.

Optimized car design.
. An optimized car structure design 
reduces the weight of the car while 
maintaining levels of resistance.

Eco-efficient design.
. We have reduced the environmental 
impact of the lifts by optimizing 
manufacturing processes, applying 
efficient materials and utilizing energy 
saving functions in the lift design and 
operation. 
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Avant-garde 
materials.
. Our cars are configured with the highest 
quality and performance components. 
Compact core laminate panels with improved 
durability.
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CHOOSE 
BETWEEN 
TWO 
OPTIONS:
Orona 3G Packs 
and Orona 3G Plus, 
as simple as that.



Orona3G 
PACKS

Orona3G 
PLUS
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Choose the pack 
that best fits your 
preferences.

For a more 
personal 
design.

Preconfigured car layouts expressly 
designed to put multiple design options 
at your fingertips.
Each pack combines the different elements 
of the car, obtaining a modern design that 
can be integrated into different types of 
building.
We offer two lines of packs:
. Reference Packs.
. Selection Packs.

Configure and customize the 
design of the car with total 
freedom, combine any of the 
elements, adapting them to the 
style of your building.
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PACKS

REFERENCE
To meet the 
most practical needs.
Functional and 
modern designs.
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Functional and modern designs.
The colours on the walls bring 
luminosity to the car and a modern 
and fresh ambience.
The combination of textures on the 
walls increases the depth of the car 
and generates a unique style.

We offer 
5 Reference 
Packs.



PACKS

SELECTION
For more elegant 

environments.
Designs with 
a touch of distinction.
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Cars with character, adding a 
distinctive feature to the building.
Refined designs.
Textures and colours on the walls 
combined with more sophisticated 
illuminations. 
Spaces designed fit right in with the 
most avant-garde buildings.

We put9Selection
Packsatyourdisposal.
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ORONA 3G 
PLUS
For a more 
personal design.
We offer you 
the possibility of 
designing your 
own car.
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If you are looking for maximum 
customization and greater freedom to 
choose and combine the elements of the 
lift car, we offer you the Orona 3G Plus 
range.  
Placing finishes in noble materials, with 
different colours and textures, stainless 
steel and glass cars with panoramic 
views at your disposal. 
Choose your car, you can configure over 
600,000 different cars. 

Configure a car in a
unique style.
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ORONA 3G 
PLUS
For more exclusive
environments.
Cars with 
lacquered glass 
walls that provide 
a stylish design 
and a striking 
atmosphere.
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Luminosity and avant-garde trends in architecture 
and interior design strive for surprising and unique 
aesthetics that blend well with the surroundings. 
This is why the range of finishes offered with 
Orona 3G Plus includes the cutting-edge lacquered 
glass finish, which, in addition to providing luminosity, 
elegance and uniqueness to the cars, is also extremely 
resistant and durable.

Maximum
distinction.

PG01
White Pure

PG02
White Pearl

PG03
Red Luminous

PG04
Grey Metal

PG09
Green Soft

PG08
Blue Shadow

GLASS AMBIENCE
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Car walls

HR01 (Aluminium pipe) HR04 (Stainless steel pipe)HR02 (Aluminium pipe) HR03 (Aluminium pipe)

Handrails
MH (Mirror 1/2)
MW (Mirror 3/4 wide)
MT (Mirror 3/4 narrow)
Rear-view mirror (EN 81-70)
FINISH: 
01 Clear
02 Smoked

Mirrors

Car operating panel material and/or ceiling 
and/or doors (car and landing) 

ORONA 3G PLUS

SC-PVC HIGH 
SC02 

Green Leaf
SC01

Red Cherry
SC04 

Grey Storm
SC03 

Grey Ice
SC06 

Beige Sand
SC05 

Grey Silver
SC07 

Black Circles

Floors

SW CERAMICS · Available subject to dimensions

SW02 
Grey Cement 

SW01 
Black Basalt

SW04
Beige Basalt 

SW03 
Grey Pearl 

SW06 
Brown Earth

ME-OTHER
ME02 

St St Chequered 
Pattern

ME01 
Chequered 
Aluminium

OTHERS
-  Prepared for granite  

(23 mm)
-  Prepared for PVC  

(23 mm or 3 mm in restricted pits)

Wood
Stainless steel
PVC
Double bumprail

Bumprails

SK01 Anodized Aluminium (St St finish)
SK02 Lacquered Aluminium

Skirtings

ST01 
St St Base

ST02 
St St Plus

ST03
St St Elephant 
Skin Pattern

ST04
St St Linen 

Pattern

PG09
Green Soft

PG08
Blue Shadow

NEOCOMPACT COLOUR

PANEL STAINLESS

NEOCOMPACT TEXTURE

NC10 
Beige Cappuccino

NC05 
Blue Berry 

NC07 
Beige Sahara

NC01
Beige Cream

NC03 
White Snow

NC04
Grey Cloud

NC02
Red Autumn

ST01 
St St Base

ST02 
St St Plus

ST03
St St Elephant 
Skin Pattern

ST04
St St Linen 

Pattern

NC25 
Warm Green

NEOCOMPACT WOOD
NC14 

Walnut Tree
NC12 

Wood Sinatra
NC15 

Oak Tree
NC22 

Oak Grey
NC21 

Oak White
NC16 

Pure Linen
NC19 

White Garden
NC23 

Light Linen
NC24 
Tissue

NC18 
Night Garden

GLASS AMBIENCE
PG03

Red Luminous
PG02

White Pearl
PG04

Grey Metal
PG01

White Pure



Car  
operating 
panel
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MODEL

LED Ceilings and lighting - Automatic lighting switch-off included

OTHERS
- Double car control panel
- Horizontal push buttons

TFTDot-matrix7 segment

Dot-matrix

TFT

Wall landing indicator

7 Segments

Push button suited 
to the selected 
control
(1 or 2 push buttons)

Key switch push 
button (standard or 
eurocylinder)

Surface mounted 
and/or shared 
push buttons

Car 
indicator

Landing 
indicator

Car push 
buttons

Landing push buttons

UP 37 UP 41

UP 67

UP 47

UP 53 UP 71 UP 73

UP 43

Orona Braille circular 
model

Model with additional 
contrast

* Available Lighting models dependant on car dimensions - please enquire.
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1 out of every 10 new lifts in Europe is Orona

More than 100 countries have Orona products installed

250,000 lifts worldwide with Orona technology

First company in the sector worldwide certified in Eco-design (ISO 14006)

Orona 3G

www.orona-group.com ©
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